
DFE
FEATURE FILM CASTING CALL!

Production Company:
DEEP Films Entertainment

Logline:
A former Veteran adopts eight kids in the Southwest with dreams that one of his children will rise from ashes to gold.

Additional Details:
This Feature will be theatrically released, entered into prestigious film festivals, and entered into consideration for numerous awards.

Shooting Location:
Dallas TX and surrounding areas.

Compensation:
Copy, Credit.

Roles:

Vincent Gold: Lead, Male 16 - 19
Ethnicity: White/European Descent and/or Latin/Spanish Descent

16 to 19 years old, Eastern European, white male.Vincent is the oldest boy in the Gold Family. He is a talented writer and a poet at
heart. He speaks with vocabulary from the 19th century and is incredibly intelligent. He is responsible deep down but does not like to
show this to anyone. He does not like to show emotions to anyone except his best friend and sister, Golden, who he trusts more
than everyone. He is sarcastic, confident, calm, suave, and perceptive. He has a mind of his own. He is a passionate person deep
down and sexually driven figure but feigns to always be disinterested even when he’s clearly in love. He is willing to do whatever it
takes to save his family from poverty even if it includes sacrificing his principles for money. He feigns to be nonchalant always but
deeply cares about his family. Carries himself with a certain alluring suave and natural edge. Depth of emotion is extremely
important. Must be able to cry, break down, become cold, angry, and inert strong emotion on screen. He has a strong emotionally
driven redemptive arc.

Required Media: Headshot/Photo

Lionelle Neville: Supporting, Male 16 - 19
Ethnicity: All Ethnicities

Lionelle is a rich humble entrepreneur seeking to find a life that sets his heart on fire and gives him a purpose; he dreams to make a
difference in the world and seeks to do so through being generous. He cares about solving problems that affect the less privileged
and deeply cares about people. Above all, he seeks to impress Golden more than anything. He is charmed by her and seeks to win
her heart. He is an accomplished young business owner. He is charming, edgy, calm, confident, perceptive, and kind. He is the love
interest of the female lead, Golden.

Required Media: Headshot/Photo

To submit, please email your headshot and reel (if available) to casting@deepfilmsentertainment.com. Make sure to specify the role
you’re interested in auditioning for in both the heading and body of the email.

https://pro.imdb.com/company/co0824281?s=68c13f49-74f7-d594-85f8-6096715fdf8a&site_preference=normal
mailto:casting@deepfilmsentertainment.com

